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Southwest, JetBlue Lead Average Reward Price Rankings
Among Five Major US Frequent Flyer Programs
2017 CarTrawler Reward Seat Availability Survey also finds that
Delta SkyMiles reward prices are 19% lower than in 2013.
September 5, 2017, Shorewood, Wisconsin ─ Low-cost carriers Southwest and JetBlue continue
to offer US flyers the lowest average reward seat pricing, despite an industry shift to dollar-based
rather than mileage-based loyalty points accrual. The annual rankings for the two airlines remain
unchanged since 2013 when average reward seat pricing was first calculated.
These findings derive from the IdeaWorksCompany annual CarTrawler Reward Seat Availability
Survey. In May the firm released reward seat availability rankings for 25 of the world’s largest
airlines. Today's analysis features average reward prices associated with US frequent flyer
programs that use ticket prices, rather than miles flown, as an accrual method. Among these
programs, the pay-with-points method used by Southwest and JetBlue yielded lower prices for
short and medium haul reward travel.
American, Delta, and United, along with JetBlue and Southwest, now base accrual on the fares
paid by frequent flyer members. Among low fare economy passengers, who don’t have elite tier
status, JetBlue's TrueBlue and Southwest's Rapid Rewards programs offer higher accrual at 6
points per dollar compared to the rate of 5 miles per dollar offered by the others. The generosity of
JetBlue and Southwest is surprisingly combined with lower average reward prices, Southwest
being the lowest in the survey results at 9,300 points per roundtrip reward.
Average Reward Prices for Programs Using Revenue-Based Accrual
Top 251 - 2,500-mile reward markets
Basic Accrual
per Dollar Spent *

Airline

Avg. Reward Price per R/T
2017

2013

2017 Compared
to 2013

Southwest Rapid Rewards

6 points

9,300

9,353

0.6% lower

JetBlue TrueBlue

6 points at
JetBlue.com

15,849

15,774

0.5% higher

Delta SkyMiles

5 miles

23,443

28,964

19.1% lower

American AAdvantage

5 miles

30,357

31,071

2.3% lower

United MileagePlus

5 miles

33,929

26,357

28.7% higher

* Accrual based upon lowest economy fare level for non-elite members; airlines offer higher accrual for elite
members. See “Notes regarding reward query methodology” at the end of this press release.
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It’s obvious Delta made a genuine effort to reduce reward prices on its mainland US routes as
reflected by the nearly 20% reduction since 2013. Frequent flyers are far less pleased by the
28.7% increase for average reward prices observed for United MileagePlus. Back in 2013, 83% of
United’s mainland US query results were priced at 25,000 miles or lower; for 2017 this statistic
dropped to 43%.
Among the five airlines, the similarity of the accrual methods permits the comparison of average
reward prices. In addition, the accrual rates for their basic co-branded credit cards are universally
the same at one point or mile per dollar charged for everyday purchases (more miles may accrue
for special purchases or with high fee cards). These features have created a situation in which
points and miles have become equivalent currencies for these five airlines. In reality, the currency
used by American, Delta, and United is now more accurately defined as “points” because it is no
longer associated with distance.
Data was also collected for Alaska Airlines and Air Canada. The results were not comparable
because these airlines continue to base accrual upon miles flown. However, their co-branded
credit cards, which generate a significant quantity of miles for members, generally offer the same
accrual of one mile per dollar charged, suggesting some approximate likeness among all seven
programs. The average reward price was 18,500 miles for Alaska's Mileage Plan and 23,054
miles for Air Canada’s Aeroplan program; which would place them third and fourth, respectively, in
the rankings. Alaska made a significant effort to lower its average reward price, which saw a drop
of 24.8% since 2013.
The pay-with-points method (JetBlue and Southwest) links reward prices to prevailing air fares.
Program members can seek out low reward prices on flights that have lower fares. Reward prices
adjust to demand in the same way fares have since supersaver rates were introduced decades
ago. The mileage-based method is far less precise and typically ranges from 25,000 to 50,000
miles for a roundtrip domestic US reward. American, Delta, and United add pricing flexibility such
as lower-priced rewards for flights under 500 or 700 miles, or select flight discounts. The big 3
major airlines are embracing more graduated pricing methods which removes the predictability of
the traditional 25,000-mile and 50,000-mile classic reward option.
American, Delta, and United have changed their programs to more generously reward members
having elite status such as silver or gold. These members may enjoy more than double the usual
points accrual, which greatly affects the ability to compare average reward prices among the five
airlines. Ultra-frequent travelers may realize better reward value from these airlines. But for
everyday consumers buying the lowest fares, the pay-with-points method embraced by JetBlue
and Southwest, along with the classic mileage-based method used by Alaska, delivers better
reward deals for economy class travel in the US.
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Notes regarding reward query methodology: Booking queries for a party of two travelers were
made at frequent flyer program websites during March 2017. 140 specific dates were selected for
survey queries and only reward seat availability for travel on the date specified was recorded; any
departure time and connection displayed were acceptable. The top 10 (based upon total seats
offered for sale during a 12-month period) medium-haul routes (251 to 2,500 miles) were selected
for each airline.
About CarTrawler: CarTrawler is the world’s leading B2B travel technology platform providing
car rental and ground transportation options to over 700 million airline passengers annually,
through our 100 airline partnerships. We connect travellers in real-time, on any device, to every
significant car rental and ground transportation supplier globally. CarTrawler’s unique technology
is an easy to implement platform, personalised based on your customers' trip details. Our
technology provides you with higher conversion rates and increased revenue. For more
information visit www.cartrawler.com/bestconversion.
About IdeaWorksCompany: IdeaWorksCompany was founded in 1996 as a consulting
organization building brands through innovation in product, partnership and marketing, and
building profits through financial improvement and restructuring. Its international client list includes
airlines and other travel industry firms in Asia, Europe, the Middle East, and the Americas.
IdeaWorksCompany specializes in ancillary revenue improvement, brand development, customer
research, competitive analysis, frequent flyer programs, and on-site executive workshops. Learn
more at IdeaWorksCompany.com.
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